Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The recent proposals and experimental demonstrations of artificial gauge potential open new opportunities for the manipulation of neutral particles such as photons^[@CR1],[@CR2]^. The effective magnetic field arises when the waves accumulate a phase which depends on the propagation path, representing Aharonov-Bohm effect^[@CR3]--[@CR5]^, which can be implemented for photons through the specially introduced dynamic modulation in lattices of coupled waveguides or resonators. These concepts underpin the realization of a broad variety of fundamental phenomena including dynamic localization^[@CR6],[@CR7]^, robust scattering-immune one-way edge states and topological insulators^[@CR8],[@CR9]^ in non-magnetic materials.

The presence of a gauge field can fundamentally modify the wave localization even in topologically trivial cases^[@CR6]^. It was suggested that one-way modes in nonreciprocal waveguides can be realized by introducing a uniform gauge field in the waveguide core^[@CR10]^. The experimental observation of light guiding by a gauge field was presented very recently in a photonic waveguide array by engineering trajectories of each waveguide^[@CR11]^. A spatially uniform and time-independent gauge does not induce a magnetic field and topology in the core remains unchanged. Nevertheless, it can lead to a direction-dependent shift of the optical dispersion^[@CR1]^ such that there appears an effective refractive index contrast between the core and cladding, which can support modes according to the usual waveguiding concept.

In this work, we predict and observe experimentally a new regime of mode localization at a boundary between two regions with different uniform synthetic gauge fields. Such configuration induces an effective magnetic flux only at the interface, and we find that it can support strongly confined optical modes. Remarkably, localization occurs even when the refractive index contrast is zero, breaking away from the usual conventions of index-guiding and thus allowing for an extra degree of flexibility in wave control. This general principle can be applied to various optical structures, as well as other physical systems with engineered gauge fields including cold atoms^[@CR12]^, and exciton-polaritons^[@CR13]^.

We demonstrate the localization in a synthetic mesh lattice (SML). Such types of lattices were employed to demonstrate a number of fundamental effects including discrete quantum walks^[@CR14]^, Bloch oscillations^[@CR15]^, Anderson localization^[@CR14],[@CR16]^, Parity-Time (PT) symmetry breaking^[@CR17],[@CR18]^, discrete solitons^[@CR19]^, optical diametric drive acceleration through action-reaction symmetry breaking^[@CR20]^, and defect states in PT-symmetric environment^[@CR21]^. In this work, we suggest and implement experimentally an essential extension of previous schemes to enable fully flexible realization of artificial vector gauge fields with arbitrary magnitude and direction, enabling the observation of new localization regimes. We employ an optical-fiber based system comprising two loops connected via a directional coupler, which strength is characterized by parameter *θ*, see Fig. [1(a)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The two fiber loops differ in length by Δ*L*, and a single pulse launched into the system produces a train of pulses circulating, interfering and multiplying within the loops, which is theoretically equivalent to the dynamics in a mesh lattice^[@CR17]^. The overall evolution depends on the loss or amplification and phase shifts acquired by each single pulse during the roundtrip in the respective fiber loop. The optical phases can be precisely controlled by means of electro-optical modulators together with electrical waveform generators. Whereas in previous studies the phase shifts were only modulated in one fiber loop, we reveal that the phase modulation in both loops is required for the full control over the synthetic vector gauge field.Figure 1(**a**) Synthetic mesh lattice realized with two coupled fiber loops. (**b**) Phase shifts *ϕ*(*n*) in short and *ψ*(*n*) in long loops applied to create an effective gauge field interface.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Realizing artificial gauge fields in synthetic mesh lattices {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------------------

We generalize the theory of light dynamics in temporal mesh lattices^[@CR17]^ by considering the independent control of phases in both loops, and formulate equations for the amplitudes in the short ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Here *θ* defines the coupling ratio of the fiber splitter, *m* is the roundtrip number (discrete time coordinate), and *n* is a space-like coordinate defined by particular position of a pulse within the loop. The width of such *n* coordinates equals to the length difference of the long and the short loops Δ*L*, and subsequently it imposes conditions on the maximal amount of space-like slots N in every roundtrip: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We first consider the effect of constant phase modulation (*ϕ*~*n*~ = *ϕ*~0~, *ψ*~*n*~ = *ψ*~0~), and show that this regime corresponds to a uniform artificial gauge field. We seek solutions for the eigenmodes in the form of Bloch-like functions,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We see that the phase modulation has a twofold effect. On the one hand, it leads to a shift of propagation constant by Δ*β* = (*ψ*~0~ + *ϕ*~0~)/2, similar to a modification of refractive index across an equivalent mesh lattice. On the other hand, there can appear a transverse wavenumber shift Δ*K* = (*ψ*~0~ − *ϕ*~0~)/2. Based on the general theory of dispersion in synthetic lattices^[@CR10]^, we conclude that the constant phase modulations introduce a uniform synthetic gauge field$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The presence of two components gives rise to an effective vector gauge field. This equation demonstrates the key importance of modulating the phases in both fiber loops to control the magnitude and direction of the synthetic gauge field. In particular, for out-of-phase modulation with *ψ*~0~ = −*ϕ*~0~ there appears effective transverse gauge field (Δ*K* ≠ 0) yet no band-gap shift (Δ*β* = 0). In contrast, in previously studied synthetic mesh lattices with phase modulation in one loop only (i.e. *ϕ*~*n*~ ≡ 0), the orientation of the effective gauge field was rigidly fixed to one direction with Δ*K* ≡ Δ*β*.

Next, we consider the effect of an artificial gauge field jump, which creates an effective magnetic flux just at the interface. With no loss of generality, we analyze the phase modulation profile with *ϕ*~*n*~ = *ψ*~*n*~ = 0 at *n* \< 0, while *ϕ*~*n*~ = *ϕ*~0~ and *ψ*~*n*~ = *ψ*~0~ at *n* ≥ 0, see Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. We illustrate the corresponding phase accumulation on a mesh lattice graph in Fig. [2(a)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In this region, the phase accumulation depends on the order of pulse propagation through the loops, i.e. it is different for short-long or long-short paths, that brings full analogy with the classical setup proposed by Aharonov and Bohm^[@CR22]^. We can then associate the phase difference with an effective magnetic flux which is proportional to the total phase accumulation around the closed paths enclosing the sets of four nearest beam-splitters. It vanishes for *n* ≤ −2 and *n* ≥ 1 as in these regions the phase modulation and the associated gauge fields are constant. In contrast, an effective magnetic flux appears next to the artificial gauge field interface, see the shaded area in Fig. [2(a)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Note that for *ψ*~0~ = −*ϕ*~0~ the propagation constants are the same to the left and to the right of gauge field jump, and thus there is no variation of the effective refractive index across the lattice at all.Figure 2(**a**) Scheme of phase accumulation on a mesh lattice graph and appearance of an effective magnetic flux in the shaded area at the interface. (**b**) Mode dispersion *β*(*K*) on different sides of the interface for *θ* = 0.25*π*. Green dash line -- conventional case with no phase modulation and zero effective gauge field for *n* \< 0. Orange line -- out-of-phase modulation profile as shown on Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, inducing an effective transverse gauge field and wavenumber shift Δ*K*. Shading indicates band-gaps. (**c**) Bandgaps (shaded regions) and propagation constants *β* for localized modes (red lines) vs. the loop coupling *θ*. Black dots correspond to experimental conditions in the following plots.

Localized modes {#Sec4}
---------------

We find that the effective gauge field discontinuity supports localized modes facilitated by the effective magnetic flux at the interface. This is most clearly evident when the bandgaps are identical on both sides of the interface, for *ϕ*~0~ = −*ψ*~0~, as illustrated in Fig. [2(b)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. There exist two localized modes with propagation constants placed inside the bandgaps for any coupling coefficient *θ*, see Fig. [2(c)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. These modes are related by a transformation which is an invariant of the model Eqs ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}),$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We see that the modes have the same intensity profiles, but different phases and propagation constants offset by *π*. The modes have exponentially localized tails, see characteristic theoretical profiles shown with solid lines in Fig. [3(d--f)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Remarkably, these modes are supported purely by effective magnetic flux at the interface. Previously, effective gauge fields were reported to produce waveguiding effect due to bandgap shifts yet no interface states have been identified^[@CR10]^.Figure 3(**a**--**c**) Experimentally measured evolution of the light pulses in the long loop for different *θ* as indicated by labels. (**d**--**f**) Red dots -- experimentally found intensity distributions for modes localized at interface extracted from the corresponding upper images. Blue lines -- theoretical predictions. For all the plots, *ϕ*~0~ = −*ψ*~0~ = 0.5*π*. The standard error of measuring the signal intensity is \< 9%.

Experimental demonstration of interface modes {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------

We experimentally implement a synthetic mesh lattice using two coupled 5 km long fiber loops with losses compensated by optical amplifiers^[@CR15],[@CR16],[@CR18],[@CR23]^. Due to a small difference of 75 m in the loop lengths, the initial pulse launched into the short loop multiplies at the coupler each roundtrip, resulting in a nontrivial time dependence of the intensity of a pulse train within the loops. To realize the effective gauge fields, electro-optical modulators are placed into each loop. The modulators are programmed to produce the type of phase modulation patterns illustrated in Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, i.e. the phase was shifted for all pulses in the time slots n ≥ 1 to create an effective gauge field jump at *n* = 0. Optical losses of all elements were compensated using semiconductor and erbium doped optical amplifiers together with optical filters and optical isolators to suppress amplified spontaneous emission. Several polarization controllers were used to compensate for the random birefringence of fibers and polarization dependent gain of the amplifiers. The polarization state was monitored using a pair of polarization beam splitters. Experiments were carried out with three configurations: a 50/50 coupler, and a 90/10 coupler with different connections to the long or the short loops, corresponding to *θ* = *π*/4, 2*π*/5, and *π*/10 respectively. We measure the pulse train in the long loop with a photodiode right before the coupler, and visualize the evolution on a mesh lattice. Details about the setup are provided in Sec. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} of Supplemental Material.

To study the light dynamics at the synthetic gauge field jump, we launch a single pulse in the short loop at the interface position *n* = 0 (other excitation positions are analyzed in Sec. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} of Supplemental Material). This results in a simultaneous excitation of both localized modes, since their intensity profiles are identical \[see Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""})\] and accordingly the overlap with the input pulse is the same. At the initial evolution stage, the radiation modes escape from the central region. Then, the superposition of two localized modes results in the total intensity oscillation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${I}_{n}^{m}=|{u}_{n}+{u}_{n}{(-1)}^{n}\,\exp (i\pi m){|}^{2}$$\end{document}$, see Fig. [3(a--c)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. We extract the intensities of localized modes (see Sec. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} of Supplemental Material) and plot with dots in Fig. [3(d--f)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. We observe a good agreement with theoretical predictions, except for a discrepancy at large *n* in Fig. [3(d)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} due to the amplifier noise (see a discussion of experimental errors in Sec. 4 of Supplemental Material). We see that the localization becomes stronger for larger *θ*, corresponding to a stronger cross-coupling between the loops and accordingly wider band-gaps as shown in Fig. [2(c)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

Mode stability {#Sec6}
--------------

We further investigate the robustness of the interface modes with respect to variations of the lattice parameters. The propagation constants of localized modes should be inside the band-gaps on both sides of the interface. For the out-of-phase modulation (*ϕ*~0~ = −*ψ*~0~) considered above, the band-gaps exactly coincide. However in a more general case of *ϕ*~0~ ≠ −*ψ*~0~, the common band-gap becomes narrower as illustrated in Fig. [4(a)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. We present the dependence of the bandgap overlap width on the modulated phases in Fig. [4(b)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 4(**a**) Bandgaps (shown with gray shading) and their overlap (shown with hatching) for regions with zero phases at *n* \< 0 and non-zero modulation at n ≥ 0 with *ϕ*~0~ = *ψ*~0~ + 2*π* = 0.9*π*. (**b**) Dependence of bandgap overlap on *ϕ*~0~ and *ψ*~0~. The black dot corresponds to parameters in (**a**). For both plots, *θ* = 0.1*π*.

We numerically calculate the interface modes in the plane of phase modulations (*ϕ*~0~, *ψ*~0~), and plot the inverse width at half-maximum of the localized mode intensity in Fig. [5(a--c)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, for a set of coupling coefficients *θ*. We observe that the localization occurs in a broad parameter range inside the bandgap overlap regions. Such structural robustness of localization is distinctly different from the previously considered Aharonov-Bohm photonic caging at particular resonant conditions^[@CR4],[@CR24]^.Figure 5Inverse localization width at intensity half-maximum. (**a**--**c**) Theoretical colormap vs. the phase modulations (*ϕ*~0~, *ψ*~0~) for different coupling parameters *θ* as indicated by labels. (**d**--**f**) Experimental results (dots) in comparison with theoretical simulations (lines) for different cross-sections of panels (a--c): (**d**) diagonal with *ϕ*~0~ = −*ψ*~0~, (**e**) horizontal with *ψ*~0~ = −*π*, and (**f**) vertical with *ϕ*~0~ = *π*. Red, blue, and green colors indicate *θ* = 0.1*π*, 0.25*π*, and 0.4*π*, respectively. Uncertainty of determining the mode width from the experiment is estimated as 5%.

We perform systematic experimental measurements for sets of different phases (*ϕ*~0~, *ψ*~0~) and couplings *θ*, and present the extracted inverse localization width for the observed localized modes with dots in Fig. [5(d--f)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. We see an excellent agreement with theoretical predictions shown with lines. These results demonstrate that the modes always exist and are most strongly localized for an effective gauge field interface with *ϕ*~0~ = −*ψ*~0~, while localization persists in a broader parameter region which shape depends on the fiber loop coupling *θ*.

Conclusion {#Sec7}
==========

In summary, we demonstrated that a single discontinuity between uniform synthetic gauge fields can support localized modes. This effect occurs in absence of band-gap shift or refractive index change, instead arising due to asymmetric phase accumulation similar to Aharonov-Bohm phenomenon. We experimentally implemented a synthetic mesh lattice with real-time control over the vector gauge field, and observed strong localization which is structurally stable with respect to the control parameters. We believe that our work will be of interest for researchers in a broad range of fields of physics, where synthetic gauge fields have been demonstrated: in solid-state devices, for ultracold atomic gases, and in photonic lattices. We therefore anticipate that the fundamental localization phenomenon shown in our work can arise in different types of physical systems with engineered gauge fields, including waveguide lattices and coupled cavities for photons, ultra-cold atoms, or exciton-polaritons.
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